THE WORLD’S HATRED OF JESUS CHRIST
The Depravity of Human Nature
None of this blood needed to be shed but human nature made man a human
devil.
Under the Jewish Red Star Stalin, Lenin and Trotsky have slaughtered more than
30 million Christians. Germany supposedly once a Christian nation, the hub of
Protestant Christianity under Martin Luther killed 6 million Jews. It was the
Jews killing the Christians in Russia while the German’s were killing the Jews in
Germany. No wonder there was such hatred between the two nations. Under the
Chinese Communists it has been admitted that they have slaughtered over 336
million babies by abortion as Christians have continually faced persecution in
China. America is not guiltless as it continues to murder millions of innocent
unborn babies. That’s not to speak of the millions of Christians being martyred in
Muslim countries. It is a continual slaughter-house of murder, rape and killing of
fellow human beings beginning with Cain’s murder of Abel. Don’t tell me human
nature is not depraved and that this world we live in does not hate Jesus Christ.
Shall not we be honest and admit the wickedness of our own natures? Looking at
it another way, thru the eyes and light of Bible prophecy as we see the present age
coming to an end. The role Russia plays in the last world confederacy and it’s
hatred of Jesus Christ and Christianity.
The Northern Confederacy, Russia in prophecy:
The role Russia plays in the end time conspiracy.
The 38th Chapter of Ezekiel explains what is commonly called the Northern
Confederacy. In the early part of the chapter we have the word Rosh which is
undoubtedly the root word for Russia. The word Meshech stands for Moscow,
while Tubal refers to Tobolsk. Over this territory in the land of Magog is a great
character called Gog. We read "Thus saith the Lord God; behold, I am against
thee O Gog, prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal."
Considering that Communism is atheistic it is not difficult to understand why
God should address Himself as being against Russia. Russia boasts of being
openly against God. The London Times reports Zinovieff, the man who directed
the 1922 strikes in the United States, as saying, "We shall grapple with Lord God
in due season. We shall vanquish Him in His highest heaven and wherever He
seeks refuge, and we shall subdue Him forever." The London Morning Post,
reports this Red as saying that "on May 1, 1937, there must not remain on the
territory of the U.S.S.R. (Union of Socialist Soviet Republics) a single house of
prayer to God, and the very conception of 'God' will be banished." The Russian
government has adopted the slogan of Karl Marx "Religion is opium to the
people." It has created the movement known as "The militant Godless of Soviet
Russia" which is said to have a membership numbering into the millions. Its goal

is the final destruction of every vestige of religion. "I am against thee, O Gog," is
the Word of the Lord.
It has been truthfully said, "The Bible may not be in Russia but Russia is in the
Bible."
Ezekiel also refers to "Gomer, and all his bands." Back in Genesis Gomer is
identified as Ashkenz and this word in the Jewish tongue today means Germany.
It is therefore established beyond question that the Gomer of the 38th chapter of
Ezekiel refers to modern Germany. In other words, it is evident that Gomer and
Gog may eventually unite and this means that the future of Germany is likely to
be Communistic. This is also borne out by the fact that Germany was not a part of
the old Roman Empire and, therefore, can have no connection with Daniel's
image.
Indeed "The sky is red and lowering."
Communism
Everyone is acquainted with the phrase, "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
The horses are of different colors, each color representing some event of farreaching proportions which is to come upon the earth. They are White, Red,
Black and Pale. It is predicted that these horses will gallop over the earth in the
end-time of the present age.
Each horse possesses characteristics which make possible its identification. The
objective of the Red Horse is to "Take Peace from the Earth." Is it a mere
coincidence that the one great system of government in the world today which
exists for the open and avowed purpose of destroying peace, should be called
Red?
Modern Communism jumps from Plato to Marx and Engels, two apostate Jews,
who published the Communist Manifesto in 1848. This document is the guide to
the whole modern Soviet system. Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin and all of the Red leaders
have studied Marx like Christians study the Bible. Marx worked out the theory of
world-wide Revolution which has been put into practice since the war. Believing
that all forms of religion only bind the masses by superstition, the first blow must
be struck at God, according to Marx.
In Russia, it is well known that the Greek Church was cold, dead, formal, and
ritualistic; it failed to satisfy the deep, God-created, worshipful instinct of the
Russian people. It became the tool of corrupt leaders of the government who used
it to keep the masses in subjection. This condition opened the gap and made
Russia the ideal breeding place for a Revolution. The teachings of Marx soon
germinated in the fertile field made ready by the false religious systems.
Communism demands the destruction of all so-called capitalistic governments

and all forms of religion by acts of violence. Revolution is regarded as being
absolutely necessary. Moral values count for nothing. The thesis is that civil war
is a necessity. God must be dethroned from the lives of the people. A dictatorship,
based upon terror, must be set up in each nation with world headquarters in
Moscow. Peace must be taken from the earth. This is the Communistic objective.
Since the butchering of the Czar and his royal family, Russia has become the
parade ground of Communist practice. Moscow is the center from which worldwide revolutionary activities are being directed. The Red leaders concentrate first
upon one part of the world, then another. The plan has been to keep revolutions
breaking out systematically in different parts of the earth. In the year 1922, when
the great strikes were being directed from Moscow, the United States government
was very near collapse. Few people outside of government circles knew how
serious conditions really were. And our country is once more being made the
target for Red propaganda and agitation. For very good reasons Moscow believes
that the time is ripe to start the Red Horse galloping over our land again, with the
ultimate objective of destroying our churches, bombing our government,
confiscating our property and introducing a reign of terror, out of which a
heartless dictatorship is expected to be set up.
Every part of the world has come under the Red shadow. The seeds have been
sown the world around. From an authoritative source we learn that Dictator
Stalin’s Russia is today "ruler of one-sixth of the modern world." The Red theory
is that intelligence is a disgrace, art is wicked, religion is poison, idealism is
dangerous, only physical power and violence are virtues, the working classes
must seize the reigns of governments everywhere, tear down all flags and raise
the red flag of Moscow in their places. Only the dictatorship may possess power,
the masses of poor and middle-class people must be kept in a state of terror.
Doubtless Stalin was visualizing himself as the future emperor of the world.
Since the year that they came into power in Russia, the Reds have tried to
precipitate acts of violence among the laboring classes in America. The Soviet
rulers in Russia have made slaves of their own poor and peasant peoples and they
hope to do the same thing in the United States. The Moscow dictatorship
deliberately tries to keep the Russian masses in fear by creating the most
unbelievable methods of torture. They know that if Russia's millions were to
become strong and prosperous they would someday overthrow their heartless
rulers. The people are hunted like beasts by the most perfect spy system of secret
police ever invented by any nation. Vladimir Putin's gang regards democracy as
being the weakest form of government and by the mere lifting of his finger, at the
proper time he thinks we will crumble like a castle of cards.
(Hamilton Fish III also known as Hamilton Fish Jr.; December 7, 1888 – January
18, 1991 was a soldier and Republican Conservative politician from New York
State. Born into a family long active in the state, he served in the United States
House of Representatives from 1920 to 1945 and during that time was a

prominent opponent of United States intervention in foreign affairs and was a
critic of President Franklin D. Roosevelt.)
Congressman Fish, in a report of his committee to Congress on Communism,
says on page 8 of document number 2290,
"Immediately after the creation of the Communist International at Moscow, in
March, 1919, a call was issued for the organization of the Communist Parties
throughout the world and their adhesion to the Communist International. A
convention of extreme American radicals was called in Chicago, in September,
1919, made up of left-wing members of the old Socialist Party and other radicals.
It was here that the Communist Party of America was founded as part of the
Communist International. It might be interesting to know that a Japanese
Senator Katayama has represented the American Communist Party and has been
its spokesman at Moscow as president of the American section of the Communist
International, from 1919 until recently. Katayama has had an interesting career.
He was born in Japan in 1859, and being driven out of his own country become to
the United States in 1916 where he formed the left Socialist group, which later
became affiliated with the Communist International. He is also a member of the
executive committee of the Comintern and a member of its presidium. He is still
in Moscow, employed as adviser on oriental affairs, but presumably on account of
his age has given way to others. William W. Weinstein is the present head of the
American section of the Communist International. The communists in the United
States openly admit their allegiance to the Communist International at Moscow,
and glory in the fact that they obey all the orders issued from there immediately
and implicitly."
The Moscow minds are very clever. They have the largest standing army in the
world and yet at all peace conferences we hear them shouting for total
disarmament. In the first place they know that no nation on the face of the earth,
themselves included, is in position to agree to the complete throwing down of
arms, and in the second place, if they were, it would not interfere with the Red
attack on other countries since their present strategy is not to fight open wars but
rather to create internal struggles in all nations by propaganda, secret
organization and anarchy.
The living conditions of the poor in Russia are too horrible for words. They try to
keep the true facts from leaking out, as disclosed by George Seldes, the noted
reporter who was banished from the country because he succeeded in evading the
censorship. Let Henry Wales, another news writer, who recently crossed the
entire country tell you of the condition of the poor, down-trodden laboring
classes, "Through the southern districts I saw hordes of tramps, bums and childwaifs, homeless men and boys, thousands of them only eleven or twelve years old.
And girls! On their annual migration from the warmth of the south to the larger
communities of the north, after the rigors of a winter had passed. Men in
hundreds of thousands, barefooted, ragged, black and filthy. With long matted
hair and beards covered with vermin. Polluting the atmosphere with the stench of
their unwashed bodies, drawn, haggard and famished, these monsters walked the

streets and towns, fighting the dogs and crows for a morsel of stray food. These
peasants, thousands and thousands of them, in their hunger, misery and despair
were resorting to passive resistance. They refused to work their lands, and lay
down in feigned or real illness when their overseers came to drive them into the
fields. With their wives and gaunt, pale, yellow, listless children, they slept on
piles of rags, sand, and straw in their huts waiting for the end, whatever it might
be."
This is "the labor paradise" which the Red propagandists preach about. With this
kind of labor, the Reds produced cheap products, which were suddenly dumped
at unthinkable prices at a moment when no one was expecting it in 1929 and this
was one of the causes which contributed to the collapse of the stock markets.
Miners, working for twenty cents a day, produced coal that could be shipped and
sold to American consumers for one-fourth what it could be bought for in the
United States. Similar comparisons could be reported, on other commodities,
ores, wheat, cotton, sugar, oil, etc. It was a sudden and entirely unexpected blow
that helped to paralyze the markets. The Reds were ready and organized in every
part of the world to follow the crash by stirring up and organizing millions of
poor people whom they had assisted in throwing out of work.
The plan was successful. Walk down any street of any City, see the little groups of
men congregated, listen to their conversation, hear them express their views, take
note of what they are saying about the government, consider the thousands of
new members which are being enrolled in Red organizations, read the radical
newspapers and magazines, listen to the street corner orators! Not many
understand that the Red Horse is back of the depression. Thousands of good men
who want to work but cannot find employment have lost their savings. They are
seeing their families go hungry, they are good men at heart but the depression is
making them bad. They are willing to turn to anyone that promises to offer help.
Communism beckons. John says, "And there went out another horse that was
red; and power was given him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and
that they should kill one another: and there was given unto him a great sword."
Can you think of a better description of Bolshevism?
The Last Dictator
"The Protocols" quote the Jewish leaders as taking credit for the growth of
Communism back in 1905, not because they believe in its wretched doctrines but
because it serves a good purpose in creating general unrest and dissatisfaction
among the Gentile governments. We read, "Our power is in the chronic shortness
of food and physical weakness of the worker because by all that this implies he is
made the slave of our will, and he will not find in his own authorities either
strength or energy to set against our will. Hunger creates the right of capital to
rule the worker more surely than it was given to the aristocracy by the legal
authority of kings. BY WANT AND THE ENVY AND HATRED WHICH IT
ENGENDERS WE SHALL MOVE THE MOBS AND WITH THEIR HANDS WE

SHALL WIPE OUT ALL THOSE WHO HINDER US ON OUR WAY. When the
hour strikes for our Sovereign Lord of all the World to be crowned it is these
same hands which will sweep away everything that might be a hindrance thereto.
The goyim (non-Jew) have lost the habit of thinking unless prompted by the
suggestions of our specialists. Therefore they do not see the urgent necessity of
what we, when our kingdom comes, shall adopt at once, namely this, that it is
essential to teach in national schools one simple true piece of knowledge, the
basis of all knowledge, the knowledge of the structure of human life, of social
existence, which requires division of labour, and, consequently, the division of
men into classes and conditions. It is essential for all to know that owing to
difference in the objects of human activity there cannot be any equality, that he
who by any act of his compromises a whole class cannot be equally responsible
before the law with him who affects no one but only his own honour."
I am in possession of evidence to the effect that a certain large Jewish-owned
banking institution in the United States financed Lenin and Trotsky to the extent
of several millions of dollars in promoting the Russian revolution. The Red
conspiracy of world revolution is entirely a Jewish conception. No informed
person disputes the fact that the Moscow dictatorship is under the control of
powerful Jews. It represents a Jewish attack against the Gentile governments of
the world. I am checking the evidence before me with utmost care and in a
subsequent treatise on prophetic events I may have somewhat more to write
concerning this matter. The Moscow Jews whose program of world revolution is
clearly outlined in "The Protocols" represent an entirely different strata of Jewry
than those who are now returning to their homeland in Palestine.
When the time comes that the nations have been sufficiently torn and bled to
realize their absolute helplessness the Elders will be ready to step in and take
control. They will instantly stabilize the money markets of the world. The
Superman whom they will unveil will be hailed as a saviour.
Concerning the spirit of Antichrist which will then be turned loose but which is
now restrained by the Holy Spirit, Paul said, "For the mystery of iniquity doth
already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way."
In the next verse, the Apostle speaks of the coming false Messiah of the Jews,
"And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the
spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: even him,
whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying
wonders."
The nations will pass through indescribable turmoil and convulsions before the
Beast system is inaugurated. When Antichrist first appears he will introduce a
world-wide recovery program. His ideas will be hailed with enthusiasm because
they will appear to be the only solution for the economic ills of a war-torn
humanity.
The mysterious inner-circle of Jews, who will then be in control of the world's

riches, will foist this Man upon the nations as their Messiah, at the proper time.
They will wait until all countries are so weak that they will be willing to grab at
anything that promises to bring relief. Still blinded to things spiritual, as was the
case when the true Messiah came to earth nineteen hundred years ago, powerful
Jews will deceive the world into accepting the Man before whom they will
themselves bow. But this will not be done until after the human race exhausts
itself in the economic wars which powerful Jews will have created. Disraeli, the
Jewish Premier of England once said: "The world is governed by very different
personages from what is imagined by those who are not behind the scenes."
The temporary power that the Jewish leaders will acquire under the Beast
Government will result in disaster when the Antichrist turns against them during
the "tribulation". The spasm of persecution to which Israel will be subjected, at
his bloody hands, will surpass anything that the nation has ever passed through.
We read in Psalms 55:20, "He (Antichrist) hath put forth his hand against such as
be at peace with him: he hath broken his covenant." Revelation 12:13, "And when
the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman (Israel)
that brought forth the man child." But even at that time, there will be a faithful
remnant of Hebrew Christians who having refused to follow the leaders of their
race, will pray the prayer of Psalms 25:22. "Redeem Israel, O God, out of his
troubles."
Persons acquainted with the routine of high finance know to what extent
international Jewish wizards have already gained control of the economic wellspring of the nations. Jews have always been the "money-changers". If the
Antichrist appears at first to be an ideal "Gentile front", the leaders of Jewry will
be disillusioned before his horrible reign comes to an end. Dominated by
perverted racial, religious, and political instincts, clothed with power that only
gold can give, the system of world dominion that the Jews will inaugurate can
only counterfeit and foreshadow the place of blessing that Israel will occupy
during the Millennium after the true Messiah returns King of kings and Lord of
lords.

